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A NEW WORLD:
The next stage of capitalism



A new currency



http://www.photoeverywhere.co.uk/west/usa/california/sunset_oil_rigDSC_4701.jpg

“Data is the new oil”  – Clive Humby





A new economy



Attention Economy



Feudalism 2.0: Big Other 
(Surveillance Capitalism)

- To-big-to-fail problems
- Low innovation rates
- Large inequality
- Misuse of power
- Doesn’t really care 

about people



A new legal system







A new political system





A Digital Scepter





“It is really very nearly within our grasp to be able to compute 
on all human generated information,” Hunt said. 

“You’re already a walking sensor platform,” he said, noting 
that mobiles, smartphones and iPads come with cameras, 
accelerometers, light detectors and geolocation capabilities.

“You are aware of the fact that somebody can know where 
you are at all times, because you carry a mobile device, even 
if that mobile device is turned off,” he said. “You know this, I 
hope? Yes? Well, you should.”

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/03/20/cia-gus-hunt-big-data_n_2917842.html

CIA Director Gus Hunt









Can We Build A Crystal Ball?





“Data is the new oil”  – Clive Humby

… but models are the new gold

… and participation means social capital!

Exponential growth of computing. 20th through 21st century.
Coutesy of Ray Kurzweil and Kurzweil Technologies, Inc. License: CC-BY 1.0.

The Digital Revolution Is on Its Way



Robots Can Learn. They May Soon 
Multiply and Evolve Without Our Help!



A new society



Could Society Be Run Like A Giant Machine?



Automated Smart Cities, Smart Nations?





Google’s Abschaffung der Politik







Controlling People





41www.12mnkys.com/



You are being 
profiled and targeted. 

All of you!

Michal Kosinski: 500 MB per day per person in 2012, 
now dozens of GB per day.

In China: at least 2000 TB per day.













Tristan Harris: Mass Mind Control



Deep Learning



Big Data



Personal Data



Manipulation of the Choices 
of People by Personalized 
Information



Conditioning Behavior: Pavlov‘s Dog





With kind permission of Eli Pariser – www.thefilterbubble.com.
„The Filter Bubble: What the Internet is Hiding From You“. Penguin Press.

We Are Living In A Filter Bubble









Social Influence Can Undermine 
the Wisdom of Crowds



Misuse, Dual use















Manipulation 
of Election 
Outcomes











Strategic Communication Laboratories (SCL)





“… this is also a time around the world when some of the 
fundamental ideals of liberal democracies are under attack, 
and when notions of objectivity, and of a free press, and of 
facts, and of evidence are trying to be undermined. Or, in 
some cases, ignored entirely. 
And in such a climate, it’s not enough just to give people a 
megaphone. And that’s why your power and your 
responsibility to dig and to question and to counter distortions 
and untruths is more important than ever.”

Obama’s Correspondents’ Dinner Speech (May 1, 2016)
http://time.com/4313618/white-house-correspondents-dinner-2016-president-obama-jokes-
transcript-full/

Barack Obama’s Warning



Real-Time Re-Enactment of Videos





The end of democracy?





"Die Demokratie ist eine veraltete
Technologie. (...) Sie hat Reichtum, 
Gesundheit und Glück für Milliarden
Menschen auf der ganzen Welt 
gebracht. Aber jetzt wollen wir etwas
Neues ausprobieren."
Hencken, Randolph. 2014. In: Mikrogesellschaften. Hat die Demokratie
ausgedient? Capriccio. Video, veröffentlicht am 15.5.2014. Autor: Joachim
Gaertner. München: Bayerischer Rundfunk.

Democracy – An Outdated Technology?



















Nach der „Objektformel“ des Bundesverfassungsgerichtes ergibt sich
aus der Menschenwürde der Anspruch eines jeden Menschen, in 
allen staatlichen Verfahren stets als Subjekt und nie als bloßes
Objekt behandelt zu werden; der Einzelne hat also ein
Mitwirkungsrecht: er muss jedes staatliche Verhalten, das ihn
betrifft, selber beeinflussen können.





Correspondence
More data needed on 
scientific misconduct
Donald Kornfeld and Sandra 
Titus contend that implementing 
known remedies for scientific 
misconduct is better than calling 
for further research (Nature 548, 
31; 2017). I disagree: we need 
research to determine whether 
such measures are working.

Just as the presence of more 
police officers leads to more 
arrests, the expansion of efforts to 
counter scientific misconduct is 
exposing more cases. Institutions 
already implement punitive 
measures, operate offices for 
research integrity and run 
ombudsman systems. Journals 
retract papers more frequently 
than they used to, and scandalous 
cases are widely publicized 
online (see F. Hesselmann et al. 
Curr. Sociol. 65, 814–845; 2017). 
Prevention tactics include setting 
up university commissions for 
good scientific practice, and 
introducing regulations for 
responsible research.

Still, the detection of more 
cases will stimulate calls for 
ever-harsher countermeasures. 
However, criminological research 
has shown that such law-and-
order policies have devastating 
effects — for example, by 
discriminating against people 
who are already disadvantaged 
(see M. Cavadino and J. Dignan 
The Penal System; Sage, 2013). 
Although such policies have 
political appeal, they can be 
ineffective and unjust.

What is needed is a measured 
response to the problem of 
scientific misconduct, which can 
stem only from more research.
Martin Reinhart Humboldt 
University of Berlin, Germany. 
martin.reinhart@hu-berlin.de

Conferencing in 
140 characters
The use of Twitter hashtags 
to promote conferences and 
share presented content is 
on the rise — an example is 
the World Seabird Twitter 

Turn war rooms into 
peace rooms
The resurgence of terms such as 
‘cold war’ and ‘clash of cultures’ 
in the media reflects a dangerous 
social dynamic that could 
drive societies to the brink of 
recession, civil war and societal 
collapse. We suggest that a more 

NOAA’s strategy for 
unified modelling
As Earth’s systems change at 
an unprecedented rate, it is 
becoming harder to model 
seemingly unconnected 
phenomena such as atmospheric 

modern, open and scientific 
strategy might help to prevent 
history from repeating itself.

Today’s strategic ‘war 
rooms’ use big data, artificial 
intelligence and cognitive 
environments to manage 
conflicts and crises or run big 
business. Recasting them as 
‘peace rooms’ would be better 
in tomorrow’s world — they 
would then be more democratic 
and would operate with greater 
transparency for legitimacy. 
This would help to build trust 
and expose flaws in the system.

Peace rooms could be run by 
interdisciplinary, international 
scientific teams to integrate 
the best available knowledge. 
They would rely on input 
from multiple stakeholders 
— including cities, civil 
society, non-governmental 
organizations, citizen scientists 
and crowdsourcing — to find 
solutions that work for as many 
people as possible. The rooms 
would be supervised by ethics 
experts to ensure that innovative 
outcomes are used responsibly.

This is in line with approaches 
such as democratic capitalism 
and digital democracy (see also 
go.nature.com/2vm2gua and 
D. Helbing and E. Pournaras 
Nature 527, 33–34; 2015). 
Peace rooms could change how 
strategic decisions are made 
in crisis situations, guiding us 
from uncontrollable conflict to 
the sustainable development 
that the world needs now. 
Dirk Helbing Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology (ETH) 
Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland.
Peter Seele University of Lugano 
(USI), Lugano, Switzerland.
dirk.helbing@gess.ethz.ch
D.H. declares competing financial 
interests; see go.nature.com/2xxkbdi.

conference, now in its third 
year. Twitter and other social-
media platforms can boost 
outreach, engagement and peer-
to-peer networking beyond 
conventional conferencing 
(see also S. D. Silberberg et al. 
Nature 548, 153–154; 2017).

Twitter accounts that 
rotate their curators, such 
as Biotweeps (@biotweeps), 
are improving science 
communication (see 
go.nature.com/2h2wdpu). 
In June, Biotweeps hosted 
its first annual conference, 
featuring 60 presenters from 
12 countries covering a range of 
biological topics. They had just 
15–30 minutes to present their 
tweets. Forced to be creative 
by the medium’s limit of 
140 characters, many used GIF 
images and infographics.

Conference tweets were 
collected by the hashtag 
#BTCon17. More than 
1,200 people responded 
worldwide (with a theoretical 
reach of some 22 million 
followers). By contrast, 
573 participants tweeted 
at an international urology 
conference that was 
promoted on social media 
(S. E. Wilkinson et al. BJU 
Int. 115, 839–846; 2015). 
According to a hashtag 
report (talkwalker.com), the 
Biotweeps conference resulted 
in 9,500 engagements with 
conference tweets. 
Anthony Caravaggi University 
College Cork, Cork, Ireland.
Katherine James Newcastle 
University, UK. 
anthony.caravaggi@ucc.ie

CONTRIBUTIONS
Correspondence 
may be submitted to 
correspondence@nature.
com after consulting the 
author guidelines at  
http://go.nature.com/
cmchno. Alternatively, 
readers may comment 
online: www.nature.com/
nature.

processes and coastal-zone 
economies. Tight budget 
constraints make the situation 
worse. The US National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) has 
therefore developed a unified 
modelling strategy that will work 
for the entire agency.

Unified modelling provides 
a common framework 
for interoperability across 
disciplines (even if they are 
using different information) 
by applying the appropriate 
number of models to a similar 
set of tasks and requirements 
(see go.nature.com/2vmzhqo). 
For example, the modelling 
enables seamless integration of 
weather-to-climate predictions 
— crucial for modernizing the 
US National Weather Service’s 
operational models. It also allows 
the projection of productivities 
for fisheries under different 
climate-change scenarios. The 
breadth of this applicability, 
from research to operations, will 
benefit NOAA’s partners and the 
public.

Our unified approach will also 
optimize modelling costs and 
resources. It will help to achieve 
a critical integrated mass for 
improving the NOAA modelling 
enterprise as it moves towards 
prediction of the full Earth 
system. 
Jason S. Link NOAA National 
Marine Fisheries Service, Woods 
Hole, Massachusetts, USA.
Hendrik L. Tolman NOAA 
National Weather Service, Silver 
Spring, Maryland, USA.
Katelyn Robinson NOAA Office of 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Research, 
Silver Spring, Maryland, USA.
jason.link@noaa.gov
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As compared to a war room setting, a “peace room” is 
characterized by a number of additional features such as: 
a higher degree of transparency (to reduce possible flaws 
and increase trust), a democratic framework of operation 
(for legitimacy), the use by interdisciplinary teams 
meeting international scientific standards (to achieve the 
integration of the best knowledge available), the 
supervision by ethical experts (to ensure responsible use 
and innovation), a multi-stakeholder and multi-perspective 
approach (to find solutions that work for everyone – as 
much as this is possible), and, in order to increase 
problem solving capacity, participatory opportunities for 
civil society (by means of NGOs, citizen science, and/or 
crowd sourcing). 

The New Concept of Peace Rooms





What Does Democracy Mean?
§ Human rights, human dignity
§ Freedom
§ Self-determination
§ Pluralism
§ Protection of minorities
§ Division of power
§ Checks and Balances
§ Participation 
§ Transparency
§ Fairness
§ Justice
§ Legitimacy
§ Anonymous, equal votes

§ Privacy
ü Protection from 

misuse/exposure
ü Right to be left 

alone

Design for values,
value-sensitive 
design



1. Send (a copy of) all 
personal data to a personal 
data mailbox

2. Require legally that 
personal data can only be 
used with the informed 
consent of individuals

3. Create a public platform 
that allows individuals to 
determine who is allowed 
to use what kind of data for 
what period of time and 
purpose (and what amount 
of money)

Informational Self-Determination

4. Build AI-based 
digital assistants 
that help people to 
easily administer 
personal data 
according to their 
preferences

5. Allow 
governments and 
scientists to run 
statistics on data

6. Report data use 
transparently to 
data mailbox



Digital Democracy 4.0:
Boosting collective 

intelligence



Build digital democracy
Open sharing of data that are collected with smart devices would empower citizens 

and create jobs, say Dirk Helbing and Evangelos Pournaras.

Fridges, coffee machines, toothbrushes, 
phones and smart devices are all now 
equipped with communicating sensors. 

In ten years, 150 billion ‘things’ will connect 
with each other and with billions of people. 
The ‘Internet of Things’ will generate data vol-
umes that double every 12 hours rather than 
every 12 months, as is the case now. 

Blinded by information, we need ‘digital 
sunglasses’. Whoever builds the filters to 
monetize this information determines what 
we see — Google and Facebook, for exam-
ple. Many choices that people consider their 
own are already determined by algorithms. 
Such remote control weakens responsible, 
self-determined decision-making and thus 
society too.

The European Court of Justice’s ruling 
on 6 October that countries and companies 
must comply with European data-protec-
tion laws when transferring data outside the 
European Union demonstrates that a new 
digital paradigm is overdue. To ensure that 
no government, company or person with 
sole control of digital filters can manipulate 

our decisions, we need information sys-
tems that are transparent, trustworthy and 
user-controlled. Each of us must be able to 
choose, modify and build our own tools for 
winnowing information. 

With this in mind, our research team at 
the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in 
Zurich (ETH Zurich), alongside international 
partners, has started to create a distributed, 
privacy-preserving ‘digital nervous system’ 
called Nervousnet. Nervousnet uses the sen-
sor networks that make up the Internet of 
Things, including those in smartphones, to 
measure the world around us and to build a 
collective ‘data commons’. The many chal-
lenges ahead will be best solved using an 
open, participatory platform, an approach 
that has proved successful for projects such 
as Wikipedia and the open-source operating 
system Linux. 

A WISE KING?
The science of human decision-making is 
far from understood. Yet our habits, rou-
tines and social interactions are surprisingly 

predictable. Our behaviour is increasingly 
steered by personalized advertisements and 
search results, recommendation systems 
and emotion-tracking technologies. Thou-
sands of pieces of metadata have been col-
lected about every one of us (see go.nature.
com/stoqsu). Companies and governments 
can increasingly manipulate our decisions, 
behaviour and feelings1. 

Many policymakers believe that personal 
data may be used to ‘nudge’ people to make 
healthier and environmentally friendly 
decisions. Yet the same technology may 
also promote nationalism, fuel hate against 
minorities or skew election outcomes2 if eth-
ical scrutiny, transparency and democratic 
control are lacking — as they are in most 
private companies and institutions that use 
‘big data’. The combination of nudging with 
big data about everyone’s behaviour, feelings 
and interests (‘big nudging’, if you will) could 
eventually create close to totalitarian power. 

Countries have long experimented with 
using data to run their societies. In the 1970s, 
Chilean President Salvador Allende created 

Many choices that people consider their own are already determined by algorithms.
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http://medialniproroci.blogspot.ch/2013/04/sharing-is-new-shoppingand-working.html

Bring the Best Ideas of Many Minds Together



We need to 
build suitable 

platforms to 
collect, share 
and integrate 

ideas

Online 
Deliberation 
Platforms



Diversity Wins, Not the Best

Wisdom of 
crowds 
requires 
independent 
exploration 
and then 
integration

Top-down 
and majority 
decisions 
obstruct 
collective 
intelligence





Countering Global Problems Bottom-Up:
City Olympics for Better Energy, 

Environmental and Climate Solutions

Public domain (SoccerFan (update to a map done by Bogdan)

Cities as third pillar of global change



Finance 4.0+:
Boosting sustainability





Mapping Noise and other Externalities



Increase positive 
externalities, reduce
negative ones, and

ensure fair 
compensation

The No. 1 Principle



We Need a 
Multi-

Dimensional 
Incentive/Re

ward
System:

„Qualified
Money“



It is now possible to create such new
money(s), as BitCoin has shown





Circular Economy



Opportunities Instead of Property:
Fair Access to Goods and Services rather than 

Ownership



Universe – C. Flammarion, Woodcut, Paris 1888, Colorit : Heikenwaelder Hugo, Vienna 1998, CC BY-SA 2.5

We are at the beginning of a new age –
but we must claim our future


